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Summary



Congratulations!
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Tomorrow morning, the District will receive $32 million of  bond 
proceeds to be used for various capital projects within the District.
 District voters approved 2018 Measure P in November 2018 by a 64.8% vote in favor.

 The District and the financing team spent some time working together to develop a 
target pacing for the program and a project cash flow that fit that pacing.

 The financing team developed a strategy for dealing with bonding capacity issues and 
accessing remaining authorizations.

 We made presentations to the citizens’ bond oversight committee, the facilities 
subcommittee of  the board and communicated with the County.

 Tomorrow funds will finally be on hand.



Program Objectives
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The District’s bond program is designed to accomplish four major 
objectives. 
 To provide Pittsburg USD students with facilities that meet the District’s educational 

standards and that reflect community desires.

 To do so by using bond and other monies to invest in facility improvements on an 
ongoing and consistent basis over time.

 To manage the bond program so that it is reasonably affordable and that costs are 
shared equitably between current and future taxpayers.

 To meet the highest standards around communications and transparency.



Program Challenges
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The program faces a number of  challenges.
 The District has a relatively small tax base and relatively high standards for its facilities.

 The District’s tax base decreased significantly in the wake of  the Great Recession, has 
not fully recovered, and grew slowly in 2019-20. Bonding capacity remains an issue.

 The District runs a somewhat complicated bond program.

 The District is currently facing financial challenges that have impacted rating issues.



Highlights of the 2019 Bond Sale
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The 2019 bond sale was successful by any number of  measures.
 The sale generated proceeds at above the target level. We included a $2 million financing 

component for technology related purchases.

 We continue to successfully address bonding capacity issues.

 The use of  the JPA structure allowed us to access the remainder of  the 2010 Measure L 
authorization.

 We sold into an attractive interest rate environment that also allowed us to refund other 
existing bonds.



Joint Powers Authority Structure
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The JPA structure allowed the District to access the remainder of  the 
2010 Measure L authorization which had been tax rate constrained.
 Investors purchased current interest bonds issued by the Joint Powers Authority. The JPA bonds 

combined the bonds issued under 2010 Measure L and 2018 Measure P.

 We were able to assign the payments due under the public financing to either 2010 Measure L or 2018 
Measure P in a manner that met our tax rate objectives without increasing borrowing costs.

 Our current plan is to use the same structure in 2021 to access the remainder of  the 2014 Measure N 
authorization.

 We have provided the County with a detailed memo documenting the clear rationale for using the JPA 
structure.



Ratings Issues
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The District’s bonds continue to be rated “Aa3” by Moody’s, but 
Moody’s has assigned a negative outlook to the bonds.
 Moody’s has rated the District’s bonds at the “Aa3” level since April 2010. The City of  Pittsburg’s 

bonds are rated one step higher at “Aa2.”

 Ratings at such level typically allow public agencies to borrow without purchasing bond insurance 
(that could change).

 The negative outlook is a new development. A significant portion of  this series of  bonds was sold 
with bond insurance through both AGM.

 Over the course of  the next two years, we expect the District to address the financial challenges that 
resulted in the change in outlook and that the next series of  bonds will be rated “Aa3” with a stable 
outlook.



Rating Report
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The rating report from Moody’s highlighted three credit strengths 
and five credit challenges.

Credit
Strengths

Credit
Challenges

Sizeable deficit spending projected 
over the next three years.

Above average tax base contraction 
during the last receession.
Taxpayer concentration.

Elevated debt burden reaching 
statutory debt limitations.

Favorable enrollment trend to date.
Rising pension costs common across 

all California school districts.

Proactive and conservative fiscal 
management.

Well sized and growing tax base 
benefitting from the greater San 
Francisco Bay Area economy.
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Establishing Interest Rates
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The pricing process was particularly successful.
 The District has worked with Raymond James as bond underwriter for a number of  years.

 We felt like our transaction received all the additional attention required given the change in rating 
outlook.

 Given a very heavy bond issuance calendar for the first week of  December, Raymond James 
recommended we price on the Tuesday of  Thanksgiving week which, despite our skepticism, 
produced good results.

 The District’s overall TIC was 3.71% for the new money bonds (average life of  21.3 years) and 
3.75% for the refunding bonds (average life of  19.6 years). The refunding bonds were sold as 
taxable bonds.



Interest Rates
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The sale benefitted by pricing into a very strong interest rate 
environment.
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Bonding Capacity Issues
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We continue to successfully address the District’s bonding capacity 
issues.
 The District has a small tax base relative to the number of  students it serves. The District’s bond program 

is median sized relative to other unified school districts serving the same number of  students. The District 
has applied for bonding capacity waivers from the State Department of  Education that allows it to issue 
bonds up to 5% of  our then current assessed value.

 At 5%, the District’s current bonding capacity is $303 million and after this financing, the District has $302 
million in bonds outstanding.  The 

 The District’s available bonding capacity is expected to increase by approximately $24 million per year -
$12 million through tax base growth and $12 million through bond repayment.

 We continue to be constrained. Our waiver expires on 12/31/2022. We will may need to extend our 
waiver before the next financing.



Bonding Capacity Issues
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We continue to successfully address the District’s bonding capacity 
issues.
 The District has a small tax base relative to the number of  students it serves. The District’s bond program 

is median sized relative to other unified school districts serving the same number of  students. The District 
has applied for bonding capacity waivers from the State Department of  Education that allows it to issue 
bonds up to 5% of  our then current assessed value.

 At 5%, the District’s current bonding capacity is $303 million and after this financing, the District has $302 
million in bonds outstanding.  The District will repay $3.8 million in bonds on 3/1/20.

 The District’s available bonding capacity is expected to increase by approximately $24 million per year -
$12 million through tax base growth and $12 million through bond repayment.

 We continue to be constrained. Our waiver expires on 12/31/22. We will may need to extend our waiver 
before the next financing.



Costs of Issuance
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Upfront costs of  issuance are expected to total $240,000 and will be 
paid from a special account funded by the underwriter.

Financial Advisor PFM Financial Advisors [1] 92,500
Bond Counsel Quint & Thimmig 42,500
Disclosure Counsel Quint & Thimmig 27,500
Rating Agency Moody's Investors Service 30,000
Verification Agent Causey Demgen & Moore 5,000
Paying Agent BNY Mellon Trust 5,000
Escrow Agent BNY Mellon Trust 5,000
Municipal Data California Municipal Statistics 5,000
Printing Avia 2,500
Contingency To Be Returned if Unused 25,000

240,000

ConsultantRole Current
Estimate

[1] As of December 2, 2019, PFM Financial Advisors subcontracted certain post-sale activities to Backstrom, McCarley, 
Berry.
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		Costs of Issuance												Remaining Authorization																		Future Issuance



		Role				Consultant		Current
Estimate										Original		Previously						Remaining to												2010		2014		2018		Future				Issue

														Date		Measure		Authorization		Issued		Series 2019				Be Issued						Date		Series				Measure L		Measure N		Measure P		Measure				Total



		Financial Advisor				PFM Financial Advisors [1]		92,500						11/7/95		1995 Measure A		30,000,000		30,000,000		0				0								Issued to Date:				80,505,000		68,000,000		0		0

		Bond Counsel				Quint & Thimmig		42,500						11/2/04		2004 Measure E		40,500,000		40,500,000		0				0

		Disclosure Counsel				Quint & Thimmig		27,500						11/7/06		2006 Measure J		85,000,000		85,000,000		0				0						12/12/19		2019 GOBs				19,495,000		0		12,505,000		0				32,000,000

		Rating Agency				Moody's Investors Service		30,000						11/7/10		2010 Measure L		100,000,000		80,505,000		19,495,000				0						10/1/21		2021 GOBs				0		17,000,000		15,000,000		0				32,000,000

		Verification Agent				Causey Demgen & Moore		5,000						11/4/14		2014 Measure N		85,000,000		68,000,000		0				17,000,000						10/1/23		2023 GOBs				0		0		32,000,000		0				32,000,000

		Paying Agent				BNY Mellon Trust		5,000						11/6/18		2018 Measure P		100,000,000		0		12,505,000				87,495,000						10/1/25		2025 GOBs				0		0		32,000,000		0				32,000,000

		Escrow Agent				BNY Mellon Trust		5,000																								10/1/27		2027 GOBs				0		0		8,495,000		23,505,000				32,000,000

		Municipal Data				California Municipal Statistics		5,000										440,500,000		304,005,000		32,000,000				104,495,000						10/1/29		2029 GOBs				0		0		0		30,000,000				30,000,000

		Printing				Avia		2,500

		Contingency				To Be Returned if Unused		25,000																														100,000,000		85,000,000		100,000,000		53,505,000				190,000,000

								240,000

																																[1]		Assumes a bond measure of unspecified size will be placed on the ballot in November 2024 or November 2026.







Ongoing Responsibilities
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As a result of  issuing these bonds (and others previously), the 
District has taken on a number of  ongoing responsibilities.
 Federal tax law requirements. The District needs to expend proceeds within three years on bond-

appropriate projects and rebate any “excess earnings” to the government.

 Proposition 39 related requirements. The District needs to expend proceeds on projects included 
on the original project list for each measure and to maintain an active citizens’ bond oversight 
committee.

 Annual debt transparency report. Due to the California Debt Investment Advisory Commission in 
January.

 Continuing disclosure report. Due to MSRB’s Electronic Municipal Market Access system in March 
(plus event notices).

 Tax rate setting process. Work with County to review debt service obligations and complete tax rate 
calculations.

 Debt management and post-issuance compliance policies. The District should maintain and update 
existing bond related policies.

 Corporate responsibilities. The District needs to complete all appropriate filings in connection with 
the Financing Authority and the Financing Corporation.



Remaining Authorization
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The District now has bonds that are authorized but unissued under 
two bond measures.

11/7/95 1995 Measure A 30,000,000 30,000,000
11/2/04 2004 Measure E 40,500,000 40,500,000
11/7/06 2006 Measure J 85,000,000 85,000,000
11/7/10 2010 Measure L 100,000,000 80,505,000
11/4/14 2014 Measure N 85,000,000 68,000,000
11/6/18 2018 Measure P 100,000,000 0

Date Measure Original
Authorization

Previously 
Issued

0

0
0
0

19,495,000

0
0

Remaining to
Be Issued

Series 2019

0

17,000,000
87,495,000

440,500,000 304,005,000 32,000,000 104,495,000

0
12,505,000
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						Original		Current						Date		Measure		Original
Authorization		Previously 
Issued		Series 2019				Remaining to
Be Issued												2010		2014		2018		Future				Issue

		Provider		Role		Estimate		Estimate																								Date		Series				Measure L		Measure N		Measure P		Measure				Total



		PFM Financial Advisors [1]		Financial Advisor										11/7/95		1995 Measure A		30,000,000		30,000,000		0				0								Issued to Date:				80,505,000		68,000,000		0		0

		Quint & Thimmig		Bond Counsel										11/2/04		2004 Measure E		40,500,000		40,500,000		0				0

		Quint & Thimmig		Disclosure Counsel										11/7/06		2006 Measure J		85,000,000		85,000,000		0				0						12/12/19		2019 GOBs				19,495,000		0		12,505,000		0				32,000,000

		Moody's Investors Service		Rating Agency										11/7/10		2010 Measure L		100,000,000		80,505,000		19,495,000				0						10/1/21		2021 GOBs				0		17,000,000		15,000,000		0				32,000,000

														11/4/14		2014 Measure N		85,000,000		68,000,000		0				17,000,000						10/1/23		2023 GOBs				0		0		32,000,000		0				32,000,000

														11/6/18		2018 Measure P		100,000,000		0		12,505,000				87,495,000						10/1/25		2025 GOBs				0		0		32,000,000		0				32,000,000

																		440,500,000		304,005,000		32,000,000				104,495,000						10/1/27		2027 GOBs				0		0		8,495,000		23,505,000				32,000,000

																																10/1/29		2029 GOBs				0		0		0		30,000,000				30,000,000



																																						100,000,000		85,000,000		100,000,000		53,505,000				190,000,000



																																[1]		Assumes a bond measure of unspecified size will be placed on the ballot in November 2024 or November 2026.







Future Issuance
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Under the current financing plan, the District will continue to issue 
bonds in alternate years for the indefinite future.

80,505,000 68,000,000 0

12/12/19 19,495,000 0 12,505,000
10/1/21 0 17,000,000 15,000,000
10/1/23 0 0 32,000,000
10/1/25 0 0 32,000,000
10/1/27 0 0 8,495,000
10/1/29 0 0 0

100,000,000 85,000,000 100,000,000

Future
Measure

-Issued to Date:

53,505,000

0
0
0
0

23,505,000
30,000,000

32,000,000
32,000,000
32,000,000
32,000,000
30,000,000

190,000,000

Issue
Total

32,000,000

0

SeriesDate
2010

Measure L
2014

Measure N
2018

Measure P

2019 GOBs
2021 GOBs
2023 GOBs
2025 GOBs
2027 GOBs
2029 GOBs
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						Original		Current						Date		Measure		Original
Authorization		Previously 
Issued		Series 2019				Remaining to
Be Issued

		Provider		Role		Estimate		Estimate



		PFM Financial Advisors [1]		Financial Advisor										11/7/95		1995 Measure A		30,000,000		30,000,000		0				0

		Quint & Thimmig		Bond Counsel										11/2/04		2004 Measure E		40,500,000		40,500,000		0				0

		Quint & Thimmig		Disclosure Counsel										11/7/06		2006 Measure J		85,000,000		85,000,000		0				0

		Moody's Investors Service		Rating Agency										11/7/10		2010 Measure L		100,000,000		80,505,000		19,495,000				0

														11/4/14		2014 Measure N		85,000,000		68,000,000		0				17,000,000

														11/6/18		2018 Measure P		100,000,000		0		12,505,000				87,495,000

																		440,500,000		304,005,000		32,000,000				104,495,000
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		Date		Series				2010
Measure L		2014
Measure N		2018
Measure P		Future
Measure				Issue
Total





		Issued to Date:						80,505,000		68,000,000		0		0				-



		12/12/19		2019 GOBs				19,495,000		0		12,505,000		0				32,000,000

		10/1/21		2021 GOBs				0		17,000,000		15,000,000		0				32,000,000

		10/1/23		2023 GOBs				0		0		32,000,000		0				32,000,000

		10/1/25		2025 GOBs				0		0		32,000,000		0				32,000,000

		10/1/27		2027 GOBs				0		0		8,495,000		23,505,000				32,000,000

		10/1/29		2029 GOBs				0		0		0		30,000,000				30,000,000



								100,000,000		85,000,000		100,000,000		53,505,000				190,000,000



		[1]		Assumes a bond measure of unspecified size will be placed on the ballot in November 2024 or November 2026.
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Our Firm
 Backstrom McCarley Berry & Co. LLC, (BMcB) is a Public Finance investment bank founded 

in 2002 by our three owning and managing principals: Don Backstrom, Vincent McCarley, and 
Leonard Berry. BMcB is headquartered in San Francisco, with marketing offices in New York, 
Atlanta, St. Louis, Illinois, Indianapolis, Chicago, Atlanta, Oakland and Philadelphia. BMcB qualifies 
as a certified small business enterprise in many jurisdictions providing advisory and specialty 
financing services for corporate and government entities as well as underwriting, sales, research and 
trading services for institutional investors.

 Public Finance Department – Our clients benefit from a diverse group of  banking professionals 
dedicated exclusively to public finance demonstrated through continued growth in capital bass, 
staffing, and we proudly continues to be ranked #1 Financial Advisor in California (year to date). 
Our banking team is lead by Vincent McCarley, CEO and managing partner, who has nearly 35 
years of  experience in the municipal bond industry. Mr. McCarley has worked directly as financial 
advisor serving agencies on their capital funding, debt refunding, credit enhancement, commercial 
paper, and swap efforts. Another senior member of  our team is Ron Browning-Smith, who has over 
20 years of  experience in the investment industry participated in bond issues totaling over $2 
Billion. Additional day-to-day members of  our team and their experience are set forth in our BMcB 
Public Finance Team.



BMcB Public Finance Team
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Our Partners

Sales & Trading

Don Backstrom
Mng. Dir. & Principal

Vincent McCarley
CEO

Leonard Berry 
Mng. Dir. & Principal

Jesse Ortega
Senior Vice President

Ron Browning-Smith
Senior Vice President

Peter Wong
Senior Vice President

Raquel Benson
Vice President

Brant Smith
Senior Vice President

Pharris Langston
Vice President

Marty Wiesheier
Senior Vice President

Municipal Advisory & Investment Banking

Eric Green
Senior Vice President

Operations
Frank Leung

CFO

Dave Olson
Senior Vice President



Contact Information
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Contact Information

Main Office

Backstrom McCarley Berry & Co., Inc.

115 Sansome Street, Mezzanine A

San Francisco, CA 94104

(415) 392-5505 (phone)

(415) 392-5276 (fax)

Dave Olson, Senior Vice President

dolson@bmcbco.com

The views expressed within this material constitute the perspective of Backstrom McCarley Berry & Co., LLC ("BMcB") at the time of
distribution and are subject to change. Information is obtained from sources generally believed to be reliable and available to the public;
however; BMcB cannot guarantee its accuracy, completeness, or suitability. This material is for general information purposes only and is
not intended to provide specific advice or recommendation. (a) BMcB is not recommending an action to you as the municipal entity or
obligated person; (b) BMcB is acting for its own interests; (c) you should discuss any information and material contained in this
communication with any and all internal or external advisors and experts that you deem appropriate before acting on this information or
material. BMcB has no disclosures of legal or disciplinary events to disclose.

mailto:rbrowning-smith@bmcbco.com
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